Proceeding rank knowledge tests include all knowledge from previous ranks

Seaman Apprentice/ Sea Seaman Apprentice/ Seaman
A Seaman Recruit has no rank insignia, leaving only a JROTC bar on the collar
A Cadet Lieutenant Commander wears 4 gold bars on their collar
c/MCPD rank includes an eagle and 2 stars
A Brigadier General (O-7) is equivalent to a Rear Admiral Lower Half
c/POT's wishing to become a Chief must go through a special Chief Board
A Rear Admiral Lower Half has 1 star, a Rear Admiral Upper Half has 2 stars, a Vice Admiral has 3 stars, and an Admiral has 4 stars
To participate in JROTC, cadets must be physically, behaviorally, and academically qualified
A Squad is a group of 8-12 individuals (typically) formed for the purpose of instruction, discipline, control and order and order
Ribbons on the female uniform are to be worn on the left side 6 1/4 inches down from shoulder seam
Be sure to have a general understanding of the precedence of ribbons (see chart)
Male grooming standards include hair that is neat, does not touch the ears, and the bulk does not exceed 2 inches

Petty Officer 3rd Class
The United States Coast Guard serves under the Department of Homeland Security during peacetime, Department of Defence during wartime
The US Military Academy (West Point) produces Army officers
The Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 spurring US involvement in WWII
The current US Navy fighter aircraft is the F/A-18 Super Hornet
Responsibility for your unit's actions is not one of the 3 R's of commitment
Leadership Academy aiguillette is worn on the right shoulder
You cannot do facing movements at port or left/right shoulder arms
Females are allowed one ring per hand
Squads are supposed to be 8-12 cadets
Feet are together when stopping a left/right step march

Petty Officer 2nd Class
Coast Guard under Department of Homeland Security during peacetime
Values are deeply held ideals, beliefs, customs, and principles
Your rights as American can be found in the Constitution, and Declaration of Independence
Drill cadence should be called at approximately 120 beats per minute
Standard steps should measure 30 inches
The guidon aligns with the first squad leader

Petty Officer 1st Class
Females can only wear gold or silver stud earrings
The E-2 Hawkeye is the Navy's tactical airborne early warning aircraft
A Colonel (O-6) is equivalent to a Captain
Male sideburns should not extend below a point level with the middle of the ear.